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This easy step-by-step method emphasizes correct playing habits and note reading through interval
recognition. Lesson Book Level 1A begins by teaching basic keyboard topography and fluent
recognition of white key names in relation to black keys. It focuses on simple rhythms and prepares
students for intervallic reading with entertaining songs that focus on "same," "stepping up" and
"stepping down." It then introduces lines and space notes in treble and bass clefs, melodic and
harmonic intervals of 2nds, 3rds, 4ths and 5ths, and graduates to reading on the grand staff. It also
introduces the flat and sharp signs. This course is most effective when used under the direction of a
piano teacher or experienced musician. Songs Include: Balloons * Batter Up! * The Donkey * A
Friend Like You * Hand-Bells * A Happy Song * Horse Sense * Totem Pole Song * It's Halloween! *
Jingle Bells! * Jolly Old Saint Nicholas * July the Fourth! * Just a Second! * Love Somebody * Merrily
We Roll Along O'er the Deep Blue Sea * Mexican Hat Dance * My Clever Pup * My Fifth * My Robot
* Old MacDonald * Old Uncle Bill * Play a Fourth * Raindrops * Rain, Rain! * Rockets * Rockin' Tune
* Rock Song * Sailing * Sea Divers * See-Saws * Skating * Who's on Third? * Willie and Tillie *
Wishing Well * The Zoo
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I have taught piano lessons for over 20 years. During that time, I have found that Alfred's Basic
Piano Library Level 1A is great for young beginners. When children are about 5-6 years old, they

have trouble controlling their hands, as well as multi-tasking. So, learning to use fingers correctly,
count, and learn letter names can be very frustrating. In ABPL Level 1A, children do not have to
learn the names of the notes at first. They merely play the notes according to the numbers of their
fingers. The notes go up or down the scale, but they are not on a staff. So, they learn fingering and
counting, but not letter names for the first several weeks. Level 1A also introduces C D E first and
then F in the bass. This is better for the children because they often mistake B below middle C for D
above middle C. They also mistake A for E, and G for F, and vice versa. B A and G in the bass clef
(right below middle C) are not introduced until later in the series.

While Alfred's has been popular for years and this book moves at a good pace for the young
beginner, I stopped using it a number of years ago. I recently purchased another as I've been
reviewing new and old piano methods as I continue teaching. There is far too much time spent in
limited hand positions so that students learn to associate certain notes with certain fingers, there
isn't enough time spent on musicianship, and the student doesn't learn to be comfortable with the
entire keyboard, etc. Better methods are out there. For the young beginner, the Music Tree does a
lot more for the student (it's on , here
http://www..com/Music-Tree-Musical-Frances-Students/dp/0874876850 ), and for the slightly older
beginner there are other methods. For 8 & up beginners, the Robert Pace books
http://www..com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_5_11?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=robert+pace+pia
no+method&sprefix=robert+pace are much stronger. doesn't carry all of my favourite methods, but
has these two.

I chose this book to teach a 6 year old new student. It's a wonderful book because it progresses
slowly- each page introduces one new concept and has the child practise it in small steps. It is
perfect because the child does not become overwhelmed. The illustrations are really nice too. And
the print is big and spacious-looking. You can also get it with a CD that goes along with it for $1
more.After ordering the Usborne book here and finding it crowded and confusing, I went to my local
music store and picked this book out of all the beginning piano books. It's a really nice one.

I have been using this book with young students [...] for the past 8 years. It moves at a comfortable
pace and introduces good musical concepts. I definitely recommend the accompanying Theory
Book to reinforce the concepts over the time between lessons. My students have had good results
and advanced quickly with this as their start. I have been very happy with it.

This book is simple to use, and attractive and appealing for my 7 year old son who is learning the
play the piano. As you know 7 year olds have a short attention span, and they like text, graphics,
etc. that is inviting and fun. This book does just that. My piano teacher is using the book, and its
working for the 30 minute lesson.

I'm a general music teacher and I've been teaching piano lessons to beginners for two years now.
I've looked through a bunch of beginner piano books to try to find what I think is the best. This book
and whole series works very well for all of my students and their different learning styles. I would
recommend this book to anyone who wants to buy a beginner piano book for a child.

I teach piano and I ask my students to get this book along with the Theory and Recital books. I have
found the Alfred series to be the best for teaching children piano. I like the use of interval training,
and the songs are great- a mix of recognizable tunes with new ones that have fun/helpful lyrics.Most
teachers I know seem to prefer the Faber Piano Adventures books, but I find them overly
conceptual and the sequence is illogical and difficult at times. The songs are also more boring than
the Alfred ones. So if you were debating between the two, I most definitely recommend Alfred!

I love the Alfred's Basic series for my piano students. From the young beginner to advanced piano
students, these books teach practical theory and have a wide assortments of songs that progress in
difficulty at a decent pace. They also get students reading the staff rather quickly. Workbooks, Solo
Books and Technique Books are also wonderful supplements to this teaching series. Highly
recommended for piano teachers and their students.
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